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How are you addressing the cloud skills gap required for
the future?
According to Gartner, “Through 2022, more than 50% of I&O organizations will fail to
meet company cloud adoption goals, due to a lack of in-house skills and
experience.”
So how are you addressing your cloud skills gap? Upskilling your people? Refining
processes? Introducing new technology solutions?
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Check our this complimentary Gartner report offering a variety of insights and
recommendations to address challenges your organization may be facing due to
skills related shortfalls. (via OpsCompass)

Get the Report
Blog

Oracle Licensing Tools: Compliance & Governance Best
Practices (Part 1)
by Bob Lindquist, Director of Client Services & Strategic Business Development

Oracle produces a number of very good enterprise technologies, particularly their
Database and related Technology stack of products. Companies of all sizes have
been running their most business-critical systems with Oracle technologies, even if
the cost of running the platform has been close to 30% or more of a company’s IT
budget.
Read More

Blog

vMotion Enhancements in vSphere 7
by Jim Hannan, Principal Architect

In my last blog, I touched on the enhancements to DRS in vSphere 7. In this blog, I
will cover what is new in vSphere 7 with vMotion, which has always been an
important component of vSphere. vMotion (aka live-migrate as most of you know
it) allows for the movement of virtual machines from one ESXi host to a new ESXi
host destination.

Read More

Blog

Oracle Proprietary Application Hosting Dangers in AWS

RDS

by Nick Walter, Principal Architect

At House of Brick we field a multitude of questions from our partners and clients
about Oracle licensing pitfalls and traps. In some recent conversations a new
wrinkle on an old danger, Proprietary Application Hosting, has come to our
attention.

Read More

